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Theme: The danger of treasuring wealth and not being
generous to others.
The Demand
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A) A Rich ______
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Answers: Apparent, Real, Fool, Loan
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Small Group Questions

Small Group Questions

1. What can we infer about the man and his brother from the man’s
request in v.13?
2. Why do you think Jesus refused to arbitrate over the man’s
grievance in v.14?
3. Read the Parable of the Rich Fool. What did Jesus condemn him
for? Storing his harvest? Building bigger barns?
4. What do you think is the key verse in this passage?
5. How can money and possessions give us a false sense of
security?
6. Is v.19 a proper philosophy of life? Consider this in light of
1Corinthinas 15:32.
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Consider 1 Timothy 6:17-19. The man in Jesus’ parable thought
he had obtained the good life and worry free living. But God
described him as a fool. Literally someone devoid of any kind of a life.
How does Paul describe what it means to truly have a life in this
passage?
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How would this man had acted differently if he had been “rich
toward God”?
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Respond
The love of money can be a pretty subtle thing. Both the
rich and the poor can love money. Can you describe a time in your
life when you were deceived about this, and when the light in you was
really darkness? According to Jesus, could desire for money damn a
person?
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